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DIY TIlIng MIsTakes You shoulD avoID

A good tiling job takes a lot more work to create than just slapping down a bit of tile glue
and placing the tiles on top.

But before you head out the hardware store, there are a few important reminders.

Failing to Prepare the Sub Floor Properly
Preparing the sub floor is not about aesthetics though - in order for tiles to stick
properly they need to be laid on a surface that is as clean and smooth as possible.

Choosing a Cheap Adhesive
Some DIYers decide to save by opting for the cheapest tile adhesive they can find.
After all, glue is glue right? Tiles that are not stuck down properly turn into tiles
that lift, chip and break, which will cost you far more money.

Getting Total Number of Tiles Wrong
Those extra tiles would have come in very handy after all....

Not Removing Excess Grout
Seems like doing that should be a bit of a no brainer but you might be surprised
by how many people do not bother to think about it until they are left with a
lumpy bumpy mess that will take hours to sand down.

Underestimating the Length of the Project
Make sure you give yourself plenty of time to get your tiling finished will help
ensure that you don't end up making very minimal mistakes and can prevent any
re-work to be done.

If this all sounds a little more than you can handle, there is no shame in calling in
a tiling professional to do the job instead.

It won't cost too much more and you will get the great tiling job you are after every
time!

INTEGRAL TILING GROUP PTY LTD is a team of qualified tilers in Green

Valley. Call them today at 0402 477 900!
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